For Immediate Release

Vricon to move to Ebbepark in 2021
Vricon signs agreement with Sankt Kors to be first major occupant at Ebbepark
25 March 2019 - Linköping, Sweden. Sankt Kors announces that Vricon, a world leader in 3D
geodata and solutions, signs agreement to expand its offices to the new Ebbepark office
park under construction in Linköping. The agreement with Vricon is another step in establishing Ebbepark as a hub for business ideas, innovation, and entrepreneurship.
“With Vricon’s agreement, we receive affirmation that Ebbepark is an attractive area for
companies expanding within the region. I’m very happy that Vricon likes the vision of
Ebbepark and am convinced that they will contribute to the park in many ways. I also believe that we can contribute to their continued growth journey,” says Johan Kristiansson,
CEO of Sankt Kors.
The Globe in 3D
With a current staff of 80, Vricon’s mission is to build The Globe in 3D. Vricon uses a big
data approach to create the The Globe in 3D, combining unique, patented algorithms with
the world’s largest archive of satellite imagery to produce an authoritative 3D representation of the entire planet.
The move to Ebbepark reflects the company's long-term investment and commitment to
the region.

“We’re undergoing a growth spurt. Four years ago, we were 30 employees; today we are
more than twice that. We’re taking the initiative to shape the future and want to continue
to build it in Linköping. Our company has a strong start-up culture based on an innovative
spirit mixed with youthful curiosity and experience among our employees. Everything
Ebbepark stands for is fully in line with our culture, our values, and what drives us,” says
Leif Haglund, Vricon CEO and CTO.
Strong growth generates the need to attract talent
Established in 2015, Vricon is a young company with deep roots in Saab, one of its primary
partners. By moving to an industrial-revival style building—the old Wahlbeck's factory—in
the park’s “Verkstan” or “Workshop” block, the company retains its industrial heritage, but
balances it with an environment that is characterized by youthful entrepreneurship.
“I believe that the move to Ebbepark will make us more attractive to the talent we want
to recruit in the coming years. I look forward to welcoming many new engineers and software developers to our new home in the Verkstan block of Ebbepark,” adds Haglund.
About Vricon
Vricon serves the global professional geospatial market with world-leading 3D geodata and
3D visualization solutions. Vricon is headquartered in McLean, Virginia.
For further information, visit http://www.vricon.com.

